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Introduction                                                                               i

The activities of. the high energy physics group at Ohio State University during

the past year are summarized below:

The   analysis   of  the  data  from the experiment  E- 285 (ZGS) "Measurement  of  the

Polarization Parameter-==
Scattering from 2 to 12 GeV/c" has

been completed.  Results were reported in an invited paper at the 1973 New York

APS Meeting, and published in a recent Physical Review Letter.

The results from the experiment "Measurement of the Up-Down Asymmetries in the

Beta Decay of Polarized Lambda Hyperons" E-38 (ZGS) and from the "Study of the

Reaction: 1-p  +  AK'   near   EK  Threshold"  E-240    (ZGS)   have been presented   to   the   XVI
----.-- -

International Conference on High Energy Physics in Batavia.  Preliminary results

from the experiment  E- 322    (ZGS) on "Lambda and Nucleon Resonance Production   in  pp

Collisions  at  6  GeV/c"  were also presented  at that conference. Since  then  all  of

the data taken in that experiment have been processed and final analysis of the A

production is nearly completed.  Considerable progress has been made in the analysis

of the nucleon resonance data in the channel pp + pw+n accumulated during the same

run. 2-
.=-,==,--=- *-

Equipment building   for   E- 337    (ZGS)    "A High Statistics Study   of w Production"

is nearly complete, and the experiment is being readied for data taking in the

Fall, 1973.

The  apparatus   for NAL Experiment 12, "Neutron-Proton Charge Exchange,   50   to
-5.- -- «i-- t...t--«I.=I=-I... -, -.-

300 GeV/c" is nearing completion; preliminary setup should commence in the Spring

of 1974.

A proposal to study the A production with Polirized protons at 6 GeV/c in tlie
(-*-=««' ·

Effective Mass Spectrometer at the ZGS has been approved (E-336) , and the experiment

is scheduled to run in the Fall of 1973.

An   experiment to study   the beta decay   of   E-   hyperon  has been proposed   and.

FD· 4-=-=-r*--        b %
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approved at the ZGS (E-347).  Detailed design of the experiment is continuing and

hardware development lias begun.

A SPC-16/85 computer purchased from General Automation has been delivered in the

Spring and the development of that system is in progress.  The SPC-16/85 will be

used in experiment E-337 at ZGS and in Experiment-12 at NAL, and is replacing the

obsolescent DDP-24 system.

The PDP-15 system has been used to process data from experiment E-322 and is

being prepared for the use with the EM experiment, E-347.

State of the art techniques in the construction of multiwire proportional

chambers and large wire spark chambers have been developed.  The machine and

electronics shops provide continuous and substantial support for our experiments.

Our group has seven Ph.D. physicists, one graduate student, an electronics

engineer, a programmer, a senior mechanical designer, three mechanical technicians

and some part-time students.  Faculty were released from teaching duty for one

quarter in the past academic year to pursue research in high energ
y physics.

J. Horowitz completed his dissertation,which was on the polarized n-p charge

exchange (E-285), and has been granted a Ph.D. in the Summer of 1973.  The w high

statistics experiment will result in a thesis for M. Shaevitz.

T. A. Romanowski holds a joint OSU-ANL appointment; spends approximately

50% of his time at ANL and supervises the OSU project.

The Physics Department of the Ohio State University, chaired by Professor

E. L. Jossem, continued to support strongly our efforts both with financial help ·

and by adjusting teaching duties and granting research leaves to the staff.
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ZGS Experiment E-285, Measurement of the Polarization Parameter in np Charge-

Exchange Scattering from 2 to 12 GeV/c.

M. A. Abolins, M. T. Lin, R.C. Ruchti (MSU) ; J.G. Horowitz, R.C. Kammerud,
N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, N.R. Stanton (OSU); K.W. Edwards (CARLETON UNIV.);

D.G. Crabb, J.R. O'Fallon (ST. LOUIS UNIV.)

This experiment used a continuous momentum neutron beam to measure the polari-

zation parameter in np charge exchange scattering for incident momenta 21PLAB< 12

GeV/c, and momentum transfers  0.01  i  Itl   <  1.0   (GeV/c)2.
The layout for the experiment is shown in Fig. 1; forward protons produced by

charge exchange from a 40% polarized ethylene glycol target were detected in a

conventional wire chamber magnetic spectrometer, and recoil neutrons in two banks

of massive plastic scintillator counters.

Data taking was completed in December, 1971, and off-line analysis of the

ten million recorded triggers occupied the next fifteen months.  During this period

over 300,000 events passed a full kinematic fit and survived background subtractions.

This included events such as those with spurious extra tracks which were· too compli-

cated to handle in the 150,000 event sample calculated on-line:

Background was determined from x2 plots (which showed good event enhancements

at small x2) and by comparison with graphite dummy target data which generated only

background.  Both methods gave consistent backgrounds which were typically 5%,

increasing to 25% at the very smallest and largest momentum transfers.

On-line and off-line measurements of target polarization, both of which had

been frequently recorded during the experiment, were analyzed and found to be

consistent.

The data were subjected to the following additional consistency checks.  It

was found that within statistics the polarization was independent of the x2 cut

(for x2 1 10), independent of the participating neutron counters in their region

of   overlapping      t 1  ,    independent of event origin   in the glycol target,    mid   independen.t



of calendar time in the six nionths during which the data were accuniulated.  The

polarization for a sample of background events (15 < X2< 100) was (-1.5 i 1.5)%- -

overall and did not depend on   t .  The experimental Itl resulution was always

much smaller than the bin size used to Dlot the polarization.

The final experimental results are shown in Fig. 2 where the polarization

parameter (1) is plotted   as a function  of     t  for several values of incident .beam

momentum.  The error bars include counting statistics and background subtraction,

but do not include the error in absolute calibration of the target polarization. (2)

During the past year a program was undertaken to fit various strong and weak

absorption models simultaneously to cross section and polarization data for np

- -

charge exchange, and to cross section data for the line reversed reaction pp + nn.

Neither our fits nor those of any published analysis are satisfactory, although it

appears·the new Michigan absorption model may have had more success.(3)

The polarization data were reported in an invited paper at the 1973 New York

APS meeting, and appeared in final form in a recent PRL article.

Work has now commenced on a compendium artie].e which will present details of

the cross section and polarization experiments completed in the last four years.

This article will include as well our phenomenological fits to the data.

(1)The sign convention chosen is that for np elastic scattering and is con-
sistent with previous work (see P.R. Robrish, 0. Chamberlain, R.D. Field, Jr.,
R. Z. Fuzesy, W. Gorn, C.C. Morehouse, T. Powell, S. Rock, S. Shannon, G. Shapiro,
H. Weisberg, and M.J. Longo, Phys. Lett. 31B, 617 (1970)).  The direction of the
normal to the scattering plane is that of-Elie vector product of the neutron momenta,
$
in Arout

(2)Relative to absolute calibration by a double-scattering experiment, the
NMR system determined the target polarization to be (40 1 3) % (see G. Burleson,
D. Hill, S. Kato, P.F.M. Koe]iler, T.B. Novey, A. Yokosawa, D. Eartly, K. Pretzl,
B. Barnett, A. Laasenen, and P. Steinberg,.Phys. Rev. Lett. 26, 338 (1971); D. Hill,
P.F.M. Koehler, T.B. Novey, B. Sandler, H. Spinka, A. Yokosawa, D. Eartly, K.
Pretzl, G. Burleson,  and H. Davis,  Phys.  Rev. Lett. 27,  1241  (1971)) .

(3)Mark Vaughii, private communication.
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Figure 1. Plan view of the experimental
Figure 2. Polarization parameter for five· apparatus with inset showing

neutron-counter elevation
laboratory-momentum bins.
Data of Ref. 1 shown forview.
comparison.
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'Searc}5 for Structure in Trp + AK at EK Threshold (E-240-ZGS)

T. A. Romanowski, ANL-OSU; K. Reibel, D. Schwartz and A.J. Stevens, OSU;
D.    M.    Wolfe; T. Lindquist, B. Nelson,    R. L. Sumner,   J. M. Watson, R. Winston,
UNIV. of CHICAGO; P.R. Phillips, E. C. Swallow, WASHINGTON UNIV.

The general properties of threshold, of cusp phenomena, have been understoodl

for some time.  Although the effects are usually small and difficult to observe,

some examples have been found in nuclear reactions, and in #+ - scattering at2

K+K-  threshold. 3 Several experiments have sought  a  cusp  in  1-p +' AK  at EK threshold   

(1033 MeV/c) without conclusive results,4 and one experiments reports a narrow

enhancement of the cross section just below IK threshold.  We have searched for the

cusp phenomena in w -p + AK by measuring the cross section, angular distribution

and polarization near the EK threshold.

Our experiment was performed at the ZGS.  Lambdas were produced by  - inter-

actions in liquid hydrogen at 14 beam momenta between 930 and 1130 MeV/c.  The

absolute value of the central momentum of the incident pion beam was calibrated

with the uncertainty of f 3 MeV/c and its momentum width as 10 MeV/c (FWHFO ·

Directly produced A's and those from z + AY were detected by observing their

A + p·Tr decay mode  in an optical spark chamber magnetic-spectrometer. ·The trigger

required: neutral production, a slow "pi'oton", and one "pion" (Fig.  1) . A water

Cherenkov counter on the proton side of the magnet vetoed fast particles.

All 140,000 pictures were scanned.  Twenty percent of the frames with a

recognizable vee were measured at the Applied Mathdmatics Division of ANL by

ALICE 6- - a flying-spot digitizer with an overall efficiency of 1 97%. Kinematically

reconstructed vees were subjected to the following cuts:  invariant mass at the

decay vertex, coplanarity, production and decay fiducial volumes   and A events  were

selected.  A cut in the missing mass at the production vertex separated AK' and EK'

events;  with  that  less  than  2%  of  our  AK'  events. were  misidentified  as E'K' events.



The  w- p + Neutrals (all neutral final states) cross section was calculated

from tlie neutrals event rate and the w- flux incident on the target and served as

a  check on systematic errors   in  the  experiment. The agreement between our neutrals

cross section and ·the compiled data froin other experiments indicates  the

reliability of these corrections.. The AK' cross section was corrected for the

detection efficiency according to the Monte Carlo simulation and is shown in Fig. 2.

Quoted efrors are statistical; however, there is an uncertainty in the overall

normalization of + 5% for a (neutrals) and + 10% for a (AK ).

The AK' eyents were fully reconstructed in the CM and their angular distribu-

tion was corrected for biases. The average polarization, <P> and the backward-

forward production asynmietry,   AAK  E   203   -   F) / (B  +  F) are shown  ·in  Fig. 2. Observed

structure in the total cross section a (AK) and the backward-forward production

asymmetry suggested an existence of a cusp which iA then made plausj.ble by a

partial wave analysis.

The necessary criteria for a cusp in the AK' S-wave amplitude are (a) the I =

1/2 'EK system is in an S-state near threshold; (b) the EA relative parity is even;

(c) the AK' system is pure I = 1/2, and near EK threshold is about 50% S-wave.

We may expect sizable cusp effects since. a   (EK,   I  =  1/2)   =  a (AK°)  not far above

EK threshold.

In the analysis we assume that the Sll (1700) w N resonance decays to EK and

that Sll,Pll are dominant amplitudes.

We have performed a series of X2 fits to our a (e) and a (0)P(e) data (30

values at each of 14 momenta for a total of 420 points).  Typically, 10 parameters

were varied.

The solid curves in Figure 2 represent our best fit including the cusp at

EK threshold.  This solution has X2 = 442 and a 12% confidence level.  A measure

of significance of the threshold effect may be obtained by setting r EK = 0 and

reminimizing X2.  The resulting X2 is 482, and the associated probability is 0. 6%.



This solution is shown by the dashed curves in Figure 2.  It is important to note

that includingthe cusp improves the fit substantially without introducing addi-

tional freedom into the model (rEK is fixed by the EK cross section) exactly

because it produces a simultaneous drop in a(AK) and rise in AAK at EK threshold.

We conclude that there is no large enhancement in c(AK') at EK threshold, but

that the observed structure suggests a cusp effect corresponding to the currently

accepted associated production amplitudes.

References

1.  R. H. Dalitz, Strange Particles and Strong Interactions, (Oxford University

Press, Amen House, London, E.C. 4, 1962), p. 122.

2.  H. J. Votava and W. J. Thompson, Phys. Letters 41B, 405 (1972).

3.  S. M. Flatte, et al., Phys. Letters 38B, 232 (1972).

4.  F. Eisler, et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 33, 436 (1961), and Proceedings of the

Aix-en-Provence International Conference on Elementary Particles, (C.E.N.,

Saclay, 1962), Vol. I, p. 203.

5.· O. Van Dyck, et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 23, 50 (1969).

6.  D. Hodges, et al., Nucl. Instr. 4 Methods 108, 551 (1973).
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Study of A Production in 6 GeV/c Proton-Proton Interactions (E-322-ZGS)·

D.M.  Schwartz, A.J. Stevens   (OSU), T.A. Romanowski (OSU-ANL); T.M. Knasel,
F.C. Swallow, R. Winston (UNIV. CHICAGO), D. Jovanovic, E. Hayes, A. Lesnik,
T. Meyer, D. Rust, C. Ward (ANL)

The analysis of this experiment has been divided in two parts:  the A

production (pp + AX++) and the nucleon resonance production in the channel

PP + PAn.

All of the raw data taken in E-322 have been processed and a preliminary

analysis of about 3000 A's from hydrogen has been made.  Figure 1 shows the

A production and polarization as a function of t and Fig. 2 shows A's which

decayed in free space:  A Monte Carlo calculation of the detection efficiency in

the Argonne Effective Mass Spectrometer is now in progress, which will allow the

total cross section, angular distribution and the polarization of A's to be

determined and compared with the theoretical predictions.  A similar analysis

wj.11 be performed  for  the A prochiction in beryllium and copper targets.

Initial attempts to analyze the pp + plrn channel were made.  The following

final states in the pp reaction were observed:

Estimated total events

(1)  pp + 8++ + X'                                   230,000

(2)  pp + 8++ + n 50,000

(3)  pp + 8++ + bo 16,000

(4·)   pp + pplr+ A
-

5,000

This number of events represents the largest sample of data of this kind available

at 6 GeV/c in pp interactions.  A missing mass plot for pp + 8++ + x° is shown in

++ ++Fig. 3; the two peaks correspond to pp + 8 n and pp + 8 80 Monte Carlo calcula-

tions  of the detection efficiency for channels 2  and  3  are  now in progress, which

will make possible a detailed study of these resonances.
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Measurement   of the Polarization  of A's Produced  by a Polarized Proton Beam   (E- 336- ZGS)

D.M. Schwdrtz, A. Lesnik, (OSU); T.A. Romanowski, (OSU-ANL); T.M. Knasel,
E.  Swallow, R. Winston (UNIV. CHICAGO) ; C. Ward, E. Hayes, T. Meyer  (ANL)

The motivation for measuring the polarization of hyperons produced in polarized

p-nucleon collisions is two fold.  A copious source of fast, polarized hyperons

would permit precise measurements of correlations in the leptonic decays.  Specifi-

cally, the cross section for A production in p-nucleon collisions is already

known to be large at ZGS energiesl and in the event that.the A's retained a

significant fraction of beam polarization, one could measure with precision,

the parameters in polarized AB-decay and resolve questions raised by present ex-

periments.2  Also a precise measurement of the A magnetic moment could be contem-

plated.

On the other hand, a measurement of A polarization in the reaction p + Nucleon

+   A+   X has intrinsic merit.       In   fact, one argues on .quite general grounds 3   that

the slow A's resulting from fragmentation of the target should not be polarized.

However, there does not seem to be a model-independent prediction for the fast

A's coming from fragmentation of the beam.  Apparently, the polarization of these

A's depends on the detailed dynamics of the production process. For the limiting
4

case of A's produced  strictly forward in polarized pp collisions, one expects from

angular momentum conservation that the A will simply retain the proton polarization

if only single particle exchange is involved.

Experimental Method:  -

We propose to measure the polarization of A's produced by 6 GeV/c polarized

protons in both Hydrogen and complex nuclei in the "Argonne Effective Mass Spectro-

meter".  In our E-322 experiment the lambda trigger was very unrestrictive, requir-

ing merely the passage of >2 charged particles through the spectrometer.  We plan

to improve the trigger and thereby increase the data rate without restricting the

production mechanism by·detecting the A + pir decay in a fiducial volume.  This



..

volume will be defined by two multiwire proportional chambers downstream of the

production targot.  These chambers will be used in the hodoscope trigger mode, the

first one demanding N particles  only  and the second  L N  +  2. By measuring  the

left-right asymmetry in elastic pp scattering, and by reference to existing data,

we can determine the polarization of the proton beam at the same timd.  The tuning

and set-up will be accomplished prior to actual acceleration of polarized protons,

by using unpolarized protons.

Both multiwire proportional chambers have been constructed and will be incorpor-

ated with the Effective Mass Spectrometer this summer.  The experiment is scheduled

to operate in the Fall of 1973.

Analysis programs developed to analyze A production in E-322 are directly

applicable to E-336 and the PDP-15 system will be used to process the data.

References

1.  A production at AGS energies was investigated by E.L. Berger, B.Y. Oh and

G.A. Smith ANL/HEP 7132 (1971) and found to be above 1 mb.

2.   J. Lindquist et al. , PRI, 27, 612  (1971) . K.H. Althoff et al., PL 378, 535

(1971).

3.  H. Abarbanel and D. Gross, PRL 26, 732 (1971).

4.  H. Abarbanel private communication, E.L. Berger private communication.  We are

indebted to Dr. Abarbanel and Dr. Berger for useful discussions.  See also

T.M. Knasel, EFI preprint 71-19.



A High Statistics Study of w Production - E-337 (ZGS)

R.   Kammerod,  N.W.   Reay, K. Reibel, M. Shaevitz, N. Stanton  (OSU); M.A. Abolins,
R. Sidwell (MSU); K.W. Edwards (CARLETON UNIV.); G. Luste, J. Martin, J.
Prentice (UNIV. of TORONTO)

The purpose of this experiment is to study the production mechanisms in

1-p + w'n with 100,000 events, a level of statistical precision 100 times that

of comparable experiments.  We will measure absolute cross sections and four

density matrix elements for w production from the minhnum physical momentum transfer

= .003 (GeV/c)2 to a value in excess of 2 (GeV/c)2, the cutoff at large momentum

transfers being determin6d only by statistics.

The particle exchange model of this reaction is particularly simple; only

two known mesons, the p with natural parity and B with unnatural parity, have

appropriate quantum numbers for exchange.  The density matrix elements of the

decaying w can be used to isolate the natural and unnatural parity contributions

and the relative strengths of the spin-flip and non-spin-flip amplitudes in

each may be estimated from the turnover of the cross section near the forward

direction.

This experiment will be the first to make definitive measurements in the

region of possible turnover for both natural and unnatural parity exchange.

The separation of the w signal from unwanted background should be particularly

clean.  Since the w is a narrow resonance (13 times narrower than the p), the.non-

resonant background can be reliably estimated using control regions on each side

PG     1 --Qf the resonance.  Also, deviations from the expected J =1 distribution of the

w decay Dalitz plot is a sensitive test for coherent or incoherent background.

It has been discovered that for the first time detailed information about

p - w interference may be extracted from pionic. production experiments provided

that data from the reactions w-p + w'n and #+n + w'p is collected in the same setup
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'to be used in conjunction with existing p-production data.  As discussed elsewhere,(1)

these measurements would provide both a new way of studying conventional p w inter-

ference parameters, .mid  also new information not accessible   in any other reactions.
+ 0Because n meson production  has   the   same   ·Ir   Tr- Tr final state, this reaction

will be measured simultaneously with w production.  Statistics in excess of 10,000

events for all physically allowed momentum transfers should determine decisively

the ration of spin-flip to spin-nonflip coupling for the A2 meson, the only known

particle which can be·exchanged in this process.

In the last year the experiment has been redesigned to permit measurement of

the vector momenta   of   all five final state particles   in the reaction:

 -p + won

0                                     1+ lr lT - 7T

+ YY

A plan view of the spectrometer is shown in Figure 1.  The neutron velocity and

direction is measured in one of the two neutron counter arrays.  The momenta and

directions of the two charged pions are measured in a magnetic. spectrometer whose

large aperature makes it virtually free of geometric bias.  The two y-rays are

converted  in  a lead sheet, and their conversion points recorded in spark chambers

immediately behind the lead.  Since the proposal we have added a large bank of

lead glass counters downstream of these shower chambers to measure the energies

of the two y's.

We intend to run the spectrometer initially as originally proposed in the

two-arm confj guration, using the neutron information to calibrate the y-detector.

We anticipate that most of the data taking will be performed in the single-arm

mode, without the neutron counters.  This has several advantages:  (1) Better w

mass resolution.  (2) The momentum transfer range is extended down to the kinematic

limit at low  t  and up to  t  z 2.  (3) A higher data collection rate.  (4) The
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ability to do the experiment in deuteriuin. Because of the smearing effect of

nuclear Fermi motion on the recoil nucleon, the single-arm mode is the only way

in  which the. deuterium target  p   - w interference measurements  ma>   be  made.      (5)

A lower intensity beam and reduced shielding requirements.     (6) A significant

amount of equipment (including neutron counters) is freed  for  use  in NAL Experiment

12..

During the thirteen months since the acceptance of the proposal, substantial

ptogress has been made.  All 24 neutron scintillator counters and both beam pro-

portional chambers (also used at NAL), 10 of 14 large spectrometer wire chambers,

all four beam wire chambers, and 100 of 110 charged particle scintillator counters

are complete.

The new SPC-16/85 computer has. been delivered and is undergoing a hardware

and software shakedown preparatory for the experiment.

The on-line and off-line software for the experiment is 3/4 complete.  Assembly

and rigging of the experiment will begin in the Summer and Fall and we should

commence running in late Fall 1973.     '

(1)See A. Rabl and N.W. Reay, in the thepretical section of this progress report.

wi
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NAL Experiment-12 "Measurements of the Neutron-Proton Charge Exchange Cross-Section

for Incident Momenta·50 - 500. GeV/c

N.  W.   Reay, K. Reibel,  T. A. Romanowski,  N. R. Stanton  (OSU) ;  M. A. Abolins,
M.   T.   Lin,  G. A. Smith   (MSU) ;   K. 1\1: Edwards (CARLETON  UNIV.)

In this experiment the neutron-proton charge exchange cross-section for four

momenta transfers between .002 and 1.0 (GeV/c)2 will be measured with an on-line

counter spark chamber spectrometer.  The experiment will be performed in an intense

neutron beam with a continuous momentum spectrum. Approximately 60,000 np charge

6xchange events will be collected.

The  experiment  had been designed  for  the maximum energy  of  200  GeV/c.     The

NAL accelerator wifl typically operate at 300 GeV/c and the 6xperiment can run at

this energy without substantial changes in the design.

Construction of hardware and development of software are more than half com-

pleted and we estimate that six months are needed before the experiment can be

assembled and take preliminary data.  Some members of our group will take up

permanent residence at NAL at the end of 1973, and we hope to begin running of

the experiment in the late Fall of 1974 contingent on the NAL scheduling.  The

experiment has been waiting for the NAL accelerator to reach sufficient beam

intensity and stable operation.
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Measurement of the Electron Asymmetry in Polarized I + ne v Ddcay - E-347 (ZGS)

T.A. Romanowski (ANL.  6   OSU), D.M. Schwartz, A. Lesnik    (OSU)
E.C. Swallow, R: Winston (UNIV. CHIC.), J.M. Watson (ANL)

This   experiment   will test Cabibbo's SU(3) modell whic]1 describes the strange -

ness-changing beta decays a framework of universal weak interactions.  Hyperon

decay rates and electron-neutrino correlations are fit well by the model but there

are indications that the pseudoscalar decay quantities (spin correlations) in the

lambda decay may not give good agreement.2  For the decay E-+ ne-v, the Cabibbo

model makes the striking prediction of a negative sign for the form factor ration

gl/fl, i.e. a 'rV+A" effective interaction. Hence, a phase sensitive experiment on
-                                                                                                3

I B-decay can provide a crucial test of the Cabibbo theory. A reasonably precise

measurement of the electron (and/or neutron) correlation with the E-spin is such

an experiment.

Two bubble chamber experiments have measured the distribution of co60ev

(scalar) to determine |gl/fll.4,5  From a total of 82 events thej.r combined results

is  gl/fll- 0.29 11 0.12.  There have also been three experiments, using polarized

I's, which measured the correlation of the electron momentum with the I spin.

Each obtained 40 to 60 events, and gave conflicting results for the sign of gl/fl·

Clearly, experiments with greater statistical precision are necessary to provide

the desired test.

Reasonably large samples of unpolarized I B-decays will be available in the

future from hyperon beams at BNL and CERN and from a stopping K counter experiment

at BNL.  However, we must emphasize the importance of studying polarized decays

to determine the sign of gl/fl· Data from unpolarized decays measures VA inter-

ference only via first-forbidden effects which arise from terms of the form
AM
- Re gl *  (fl + 2f2 )· These terms are domjnated by the as yet unmeasured weak
M

magnetic form factor f2' and they are quite small.



Experimental Method                              ·

The results from a polarized IB experiment would rest primarily on measure:-

ment of· the electron up-down asymmetry Ae.  Its dependence on the form. factors is

shown in Figure 1.  It is evident from the multi-channel partial wave analyses of

Thompson and of Kim that an average E  polarization of 0.6 can be obtained in the
-         -

reaction K p+E w + with a K momentum of about 415 MeV/c.  The ratio gl/fl could

thus be determined to 2 0.04 with approximately 1,000 events (at 60% polarization)

since  A   has its maximum sensitivity  in .the vicinity  of the Cabibbo value.

A schematic drawing of the apparatus is shown in Figure 2.  An enriched K

beam of momentum  430  1   20  MeV/c is incident  on  a  15" LH2 target.     The  K is tagged

with beam Cerenkow  time of flight  and dE/dX counters. Small proportional chambers

define the incident beam trajectory and determine the K momentum to better than

t2%.  The LH2 target is positioned inside a wide-gap magnet (a modified SCM 101)  and

surrounded  on both sides  and in front by multi.wire proportional chambers,  wire

chambers and segmented Cerenkow counters.  The pion from the production reaction
-  -+

K p+E w  is detected by the chambers and scintillation counters, while the elec-

tron from the E + nev decay is also detected by chamber arrangement and identified

by a segmented gas Cerenkov counter operating at atmospheric pressure.

A proportional chamber with vertical wires and a one-wire only tagged require-

ment in front of the electron counter guards against pairs.  A trigger for the EB

event is then: a K  into the liquid hydrogen target, two charged parti€les emerging

from the target, one with B=1 and the other with B- .8.  Time of-flight and pulse

height information   from tlie hodoscopes and Cerenkov counter   will be recorded.

This will aid in the identification of the IB events.

The primary back ground in this experiment will come from the.reaction K p+
-+ -  -

E A  and E  + nA .  The elimination of this background must come from the Cerenkov

counters, which rejects pions and from the Kinematic cuts imposed on the E B

5
events.  Rejection rations of 10  against pions has been achieved with Cerenkov



4
countets by others, our requirement  is  10 , additional factors  will  come- from

the time-of-flight and pulse-height data and from the kinematic analysis.

- +                    +
A measurement of the K 1 angle. in our production reaction K-p +I-1. , when

combined with the known K momentum, completely determines the reaction kinematics -

i.e. it permits a unique computation of the #+ momentum and the I  momentum and

direction.  These calculations will determine the fiducial volume and ensure that

a I B event was detected. We expect to be able to measure TI+ momentum to 5% and the

e momentum to better than 10%. Hence, we will have available a B spectrum for

our event sample in the E- rest frame.
4- -

To   check   the f- polarization,   we will collect-  8   x   10      I     + n  decays .

This is sufficient to verify the sign of the polarization even with the small decay

asymmetry a  = -0.069. Finally, we will· simultaneously collect a comparable number

of E+ + pA° decays for which the asymmetry parameter ao is approximately -1.

.Event Rate

A Monte Carlo simulation yields a combined solid angle for e
lectron and pion

detection of 10%. This effectively breaks down into 29% for electrons
and 38% for

pions. In calculating our useful event  rate, we require  the   E to survive a minimum

distance of 0.5 cm to aid identification.
3  -

Assuming a beam intensity of 5 x 10  K /pulse incident o
n the LH2 target, we

project 29 detected E  B-decays/shift at 900 ZGS pulses/hour.
 Thus a 100 shift

experiment will yield 2900 8-decays useful for the electron asymmetry mea
surement.     ,

In the vicinity of the Cabbibo model value, this would give
 gl/fl to +  0.04, thus

setting the sign by about 8 standard deviations.

The SCM 101 spectrometer magnet has been modified for this experiment at

ANL.  At OSU the CAMAC hardware and system software for the on-line data 
acquisi-

tion and processing by the PDP15 have been under intensive development. Proto-

types of required spark chambers and multiproportional wi.re chambers are in the



.' . , . . .

building stages. Development  of the momentum and event reconstruction programs

as well as the design of. the segmented Cerenkov. counters and scintillation counters

is in progress.

1.   N. Cabibbo, PRL 10, 531 (1963); and also M. Gell-Mann and M. Levy, 16, 705

(1960); M. Gell-Mann, Physics 1,  63  (1964).

2.   J. Lindquist, et al., PRL 27, 612 (1971); also K.H. Althoff, et al., PL 37B,

535 (1971).

3.   The importance of this qualitative feature of his SU(3) model was pointed out

by Cabibbo in N. Cabibbo and F. Chilton, PRB137, 1628 (1965).

4.   A. P. Colleraine, et al., PRL 23, 198 (1969).

5.   F. Eisele, et al., Z. Physik 223, 487 (1969).
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Computer Systems for On-Line Data Acquisition

J. Heintaster, C.J. Rush, H.. Dyke, R. Alexander, D. Larsen, D.M. Schwartz

I.  PDP-15

The PDP-15 has been expanded through additional main memory and disk storage.

Floating-point hardware has been added to increase computational speed; a CRT

graphics system and a line printer have been added to increase output yolume and

improve data presentation.  The development of appropriate software now proceeds to

utilize these devices in real-time and batch operations.

The   system   is   now  used to process   data from experiment   E- 322;   and the data

from E-336 will be analyzed with it.  General computations and on-line instrument

testing are routine operations.  The PDP-15 will also be used to acquire and process

data from the EB decay experiment E-347.  In that experiment data.from proportional

wire chambers and magnetostrictive readouts as well as time-of-flight, pulse height

information and other data will be collected.,  CAMAC hardware and software to

achieve the on-line data acquisition has been developed and is now tested.

II. SPC-16

This computer has been acquired and installed during 1972/73 and will replace

our obsolescent DDP-24 computer.  The SPC-16 will be used in experiments at Argonne

(E-337)  and NAL (Experiment-12). The system is currently used for general com-

putation duting software development and hardware shakedown.  Data acquisition

facilities (CAMAC) have recently been installed; our previous CAMAC experience

should simplify hardware development for this machine.  The manufacturer's soft-

ware is being tested, tuned, and debugged; software building blocks for computation

and data manipulation are being developed.  A floating point processor this this

machine is scheduled for delivery this summer.     A few months' work should prepare

this machine for the data acquisition and reduction.
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Instrument Development

J. Fitch, C.J. Rush, R. Alexander, B. Keithly, D. O'Hara, R. Iden, R. Kanimerud

Wire Spark Chambers

A pneumatically controlled stretching table with a useable area of 9 feet by

11 feet was constructed.  Using this table and Argonne facilities, 10 wire chambers

ranging in size from 3' x 3' to S' x 7' have been built and tested.  These and five

additional chambers are scheduled for use in the w -production spectrometer

starting fall, 1973.  A large support structure for these chambers has been designed

and is now under construction.

A high voltage pulsing system was built, and several pulse forming techniques

were tested.  Construction for four of these systems is now almost complete.  An

improved pulsed clearing field was designed and is now under construction.  An

improved readout system for magnetostrictive delay lines is under development;

several different magnetostricitive materials have been studied.

Two gas recirculating systems have been constructed.

Proportional Chambers

Three proportional chamber modules were constructed during the past year for

NAL experiment 12. The first module consisted of four 4-1/2" square chambers with

1 mm wire spacing.  The second module will be used as well in the w -experiment,

and consists of two 9" x 14" 2mm wire spacing chambers. Both modules were

interfaced to the DDP-24 and fully tested.

A third module consisting of x and y chambers with 2mm wire spacing

staggered   to    give 1.lum resolution   over    an   act ive    area   6f    12"   x    22" is about    to   be

tested.
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Fublications and Reports, Experimental

Measurement of the Polarization Parameterin np Charge-Exchange Scattering from 2
to·  12   GeV/c   - M.A. Abolins,   M.T.    Lin, R.C. Ruchti   (MSU) ; J.G. Horowitz, R.C. Kammerud,
N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, N.R. Stanton (OSU); K.W. Edwards (CARLETON UNIV.) D.G. Crabb,

J.R. O'Fallon (ST. LOUIS UNIV.) - Phys. Rev. Lett. 30, 1183 (1973). (C00-1545-128)

Application of the ALICE flying spot digitizing system to oscilloscope and spark

chamber data  - D.  Hodges  (ANL) ; J. Lindquist, B. Nelson, E.C. Swallow  (UNIV.  CHIC.) ;
D.M. Schwartz (OSU) - Nuclear Instruments and Methods 108, 551 (1973).
(COO-1545-121).

A and Nucieon Resonance Production in pp Collisions at 6 GeV/c - T.M. Knasel, E.C.
Swallow, R. Winston   (UNlV.   CHIC.) ; T.A. Romanowski    (OSU   &  ANL) ; A. Lesnik, T. Meyer,
D.  Rust,  C.  Ward, D.D. Yovanovitch  (ANL); D.M. Schwartz, A.J. Stevens  (OSU).
Report to XVI Int. Conf. on High Energy Physics, Sept. 1972 (COO-1545-118).

Measurement of the Up-Down Asymmetries in the Beta Decay of Polarized Lambda

Hyperons - J. Lindquist, R.L. Sumner, E.C. Swallow, R. Winston, D.M. Wolfe OUNIV.
CHIC.); P.R. Phillips  (WASH.  UNIV.); K. Reibel, D.M. Schwartz, A.J. Stevens  (OSU) ;
T.A. Romanowski  (ANL 6 OSU) ; J.M. Watson (ANL) . Submitted to the XVI Int.  Conf.  on
High Energy Physics, Sept. 1972 (COO-1545-119).

Study of the Reaction w p + AK° near E' Threshold - T.M. Knasel, J. Lindquist,

B. Nelson, R.L. Sumner, E.C. Swallow, R. Winston (UNIV. CHIC.) ; T.A. Romanowski
(OSU & ANL) ; J.M. Watson (ANL) ; D.M. Schwartz, A.J. Stevens (OSU).  Submitted to
the XVI Int. Conf. on High Energy Physics, Sept. 1972.  (COO-1545-120).

Measurement of Polarization in Neutron-Proton Charge Exchange Scattering From 2
to 12 GeV/c - Jay G. Horowitz - Ph.D. Thesis (COO-1545-127).

-         -

Measurement of the Electron Asymmetry in Polarized I  + ne v Decay - T.M. Knasel.
J. Lindquist, B. Nelson, E.C. Swallow, R. Winston (UNIV. CHIC.); T.A. Romanowski
(ANL 6 OSU) ; J.M. Watson (ANL); D.M. Schwartz, A.J. Stevens (OSU) - ZGS Experi-
mental Proposal.

Progress Report - June 1973 - T.A. Romanowski (COO-1545-129).

Papers in Preparation

A Production in pp Collisions at 6 GeV/c - T.M. Knasel, et al.

Study of Reaction pp + wpn at 6 GeV/c - D.M. Schwartz, et. al.

What can we measure in p-w Interference Experiments? - A. Rabl and N.W. Reay

Associated Production at EK Threshold - B. Nelson, et al.

Beta Decay of Polarized Lambda Hyperons - J. Lindquist, et al.
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Presentations

Neville  W. Reay, Department of Physics,  gave  a talk entitled "High Energy Physics
At a Crossroads" at the Physics Colloquium at Bates College on February 1, 1973.

T.A.··Rananowski, Physics, gave a talk on "Leptonic Decays of Hyperons" at Purdue
University on April 17, 1973.

T.M. Knasel, et al., presented a paper at the 1973 APS Meeting in Washington, D.C.
on.April 23 - "A Production in pp Collisions at 6 GeV/c."

B. Nelson, et al., presented a paper at the 1973 APS Meeting in Washington, D.C.
on April  23 - "Associated Production  at IK Threshold."

J. Lindquist, et al., presented a paper at the 1973 APS Meeting in Washington, D.C.

on April  23  - "Beta Decay of Polarized Lambda Hyperons."

N.R. Stanton, Physics; gave a talk on "Polarization in np Charge Exchange" at
Purdue in March, 1973.

M.   Abolins,   et al., invited paper presented   at   the   1973 APS Meeting in Washington,
D.C.    on   April   23 - "Measurement   of the Polarization Paralneter   in np Charge- Exchange
Scattering  From  2  to  12  GeV/c".


